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Much effort today is put into the development of energy efficient systems. Many of such applications are dependent
on the ambient weather that either affects properties of the system (e.g. temperature dependent material) or the
energy consumption itself (e.g. solar collectors as part of a heating concept). Knowledge about the future weather
conditions can help reducing the (non-renewable) energy consumption and support predictive planning and control
for process optimisation.

The operational output of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models is an ideal candidate to deliver the
input for such automated applications. However, expectation of accuracy by the end-users often exceeds the
model’s raw performance, in particular when very local weather information near the surface is required. Despite
the continuous improvements of NWP models’ quality and spatial and temporal resolution, forecast errors remain.
Moreover, their error characteristics vary in space and time, particularly in complex topography due to e.g.
changing synoptic conditions and atmospheric flow, variable lower boundary conditions or simply changes in the
model version. The statistical combination of NWP model output and local observations has been shown to be a
powerful means for an effective improvement of the forecasts.

The study will present a generic and flexible scheme for statistical forecast error correction of the NWP
model COSMO for Swiss conditions. Focus is put on the automatic adaptation of error model selection with
time accounting for variability in the forecast error properties. Bayes factors are used for model comparison and
selection allowing also to combine several suitable error models and to provide forecast error distributions.
As an illustration, the performance of the developed system for wind forecasts is intensively assessed and the
temporal and spatial variation of the error models is analysed.


